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Overall task isOverall task is

•• To develop a microsimulation To develop a microsimulation -- based model based model 
of household location and related processes of household location and related processes 
of change.  of change.  

Household location modellingHousehold location modelling

•• The UK Department for Transport has The UK Department for Transport has 
commissioned a project as part of longercommissioned a project as part of longer--term term 
research into the factors underlying the demand research into the factors underlying the demand 
for transport and the consequences of transport for transport and the consequences of transport 
change.change.

Objective of the project:Objective of the project:

•• to achieve a better understanding of to achieve a better understanding of 
households’  residential location behaviour; households’  residential location behaviour; 
in particularin particular

–– achieving a better understanding of the linkages achieving a better understanding of the linkages 
between transport and household location, both between transport and household location, both 
generally and as a basis for providing advice on generally and as a basis for providing advice on 
modelling methods for transport planning; modelling methods for transport planning; 

–– forecasting residential location as an input to forecasting residential location as an input to 
transport modelling; transport modelling; 

–– achieving a better understanding in particular of achieving a better understanding in particular of 
the factors affecting commuting and commuting the factors affecting commuting and commuting 
distances.distances.
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Disaggregate modelling: advantagesDisaggregate modelling: advantages
•• The The advantagesadvantages of developing land use of developing land use ––

transport interaction models using transport interaction models using 
disaggregate data are due to these models disaggregate data are due to these models 
being based on the same decisionbeing based on the same decision--making making 
choices that are present in the real world for choices that are present in the real world for 
both both landland use and travel decisions. use and travel decisions. 

•• It may be important to note that they are not It may be important to note that they are not 
necessarily more accurate in the base year necessarily more accurate in the base year 
validation statistics, since models can be validation statistics, since models can be 
“tweaked” to match observed values, but “tweaked” to match observed values, but 
would be more accurate in the forecast years. would be more accurate in the forecast years. 

•• Random numbers are used in the process Random numbers are used in the process 
of “deciding” which of the available of “deciding” which of the available 
alternatives the decisionalternatives the decision--maker will maker will 
choose, given the calculated probabilities. choose, given the calculated probabilities. 

•• The sequence of random numbers The sequence of random numbers 
generated depends on the particular generated depends on the particular 
method and the initial value of the random method and the initial value of the random 
number (random number seed). Changing number (random number seed). Changing 
the random number seed produces a the random number seed produces a 
different sequence of random numbers, different sequence of random numbers, 
which, in turn, produces different results. which, in turn, produces different results. 

Disaggregate modelling: disadvantagesDisaggregate modelling: disadvantages

SimDeltaSimDelta model componentsmodel components
•• The overall proposal is that The overall proposal is that allall of the model of the model 

components which deal with changes in components which deal with changes in 
households and individual household members households and individual household members 
will be implemented as microsimulation models, will be implemented as microsimulation models, 
exceptexcept
–– longerlonger--distance migration, anddistance migration, and
–– car ownership.car ownership.

•• LongerLonger--distance migration has to be treated distance migration has to be treated 
differently because it has to deal with migration differently because it has to deal with migration 
between the between the microsimulatedmicrosimulated case study area case study area 
and the other regions of Great Britain. and the other regions of Great Britain. 
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Dynamic spatial microsimulationDynamic spatial microsimulation

Base Aggregate spatial data Spatial micro data

Spatial micro dataFuture

synthesis

Individual demographics and other changesIndividual demographics and other changes

•• AgeingAgeing
•• SurvivalSurvival
•• Birth/multiple birthsBirth/multiple births
•• Enter/reEnter/re--enter labour marketenter labour market
•• Retire from labour marketRetire from labour market
•• Update educational statusUpdate educational status
•• Fix/change occupationFix/change occupation
•• Acquire driving licenceAcquire driving licence
•• Lose driving licenceLose driving licence
•• Absence from householdAbsence from household
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Household changesHousehold changes
•• SeparateSeparate
•• Form couple or potential coupleForm couple or potential couple
•• MarryMarry
•• Household formationHousehold formation

Household locationHousehold location
•• Seek to moveSeek to move
•• Housing tenure choiceHousing tenure choice
•• Location choiceLocation choice
•• Set/adjust asking price for dwellingSet/adjust asking price for dwelling

EmploymentEmployment
•• Seek to change jobSeek to change job
•• Job (and workplace) choiceJob (and workplace) choice

In addition the model will take account ofIn addition the model will take account of

•• the transport system, and its impact on the transport system, and its impact on 
accessibility and hence on households accessibility and hence on households ––
this is of critical interest for this is of critical interest for DfTDfT;;

•• changes in the number and distribution of changes in the number and distribution of 
jobs; andjobs; and

•• changes in the supply and characteristics changes in the supply and characteristics 
of housing;of housing;

butbut
•• the model is the model is notnot expected to deal with expected to deal with 

feedback from household location to travel feedback from household location to travel 
demand.demand.

MODELLING AREAMODELLING AREA

•• 1: Bradford 1: Bradford 
and Cravenand Craven

•• 2: Calderdale 2: Calderdale 
and Kirkleesand Kirklees

•• 3: Leeds and 3: Leeds and 
WakefieldWakefield

•• Barnsley, Barnsley, 
Rotherham, Rotherham, 
Sheffield, and Sheffield, and 
North East North East 
DerbyshireDerbyshire

•• 5: Doncaster 5: Doncaster 
and and 
BassetlawBassetlaw
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Static modelStatic model
•• JAVA coded simulated annealing model JAVA coded simulated annealing model 
•• 1991 and 2001 Census and 1991 Small 1991 and 2001 Census and 1991 Small 

Area Statistics data are used in the processArea Statistics data are used in the process
•• Output from simulated annealing contains Output from simulated annealing contains 

all the  Census variables from the Sample all the  Census variables from the Sample 
of of AnonymisedAnonymised RecorsRecors for each member of for each member of 
every household (not all needed)every household (not all needed)

•• Other variables had to be synthetically Other variables had to be synthetically 
added, particularlyadded, particularly

–– Household incomes Household incomes 
–– Place of work for working individualsPlace of work for working individuals
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Simulated Annealing ProcessSimulated Annealing Process

•• Select Sample of Select Sample of AnonymisedAnonymised Records at Records at 
random (SAR)random (SAR)

•• Compare predicted Small Area Statistics Compare predicted Small Area Statistics 
(SAS) tables and real SAS tables(SAS) tables and real SAS tables

•• Cells populated by new Cells populated by new SARsSARs
•• ‘Temperature’ controls number of swaps‘Temperature’ controls number of swaps
•• If error reduced, retain those recordsIf error reduced, retain those records
•• Continue until error minimisedContinue until error minimised

1991 Census and 1991 Synthetic databases1991 Census and 1991 Synthetic databases

-0.0221,381,0411,380,7420.0553,414,1563,416,027Total

-0.015123,483123,4650.056307,765307,936Wakefield

-0.027210,982210,9250.047496,215496,447Sheffield

0.0003,8573,8570.16510,31710,334Selby

-0.01597,86697,8510.041249,692249,795Rotherham

0.00018,02718,0270.00246,39746,398North East 
Derbyshire

-0.034271,609271,5180.041648,572648,841Leeds

-0.020146,893146,8640.044369,534369,696Kirklees
0.0001,6381,638-0.0694,3474,344Harrogate

-0.011112,737112,7250.085285,022285,264Doncaster

-0.02615,29415,2900.16736,55436,615Craven

-0.02177,44477,4280.040189,444189,520Calderdale

-0.024174,112174,0710.057451,050451,308Bradford

0.0007787780.2621,9121,917Bolsover

-0.03139,23039,2180.10398,77998,881Bassetlaw

-0.00587,09187,0870.080218,556218,731Barnsley

Deviation 
(%)

Households  
SAS042 

Households  
model/SAS27

Deviation 
(%)

Population
SAS 035 

Population
Model 1991

LA (whole 
or part)

Ward boundary changesWard boundary changes
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2001 Census and 2001 Synthetic databases2001 Census and 2001 Synthetic databases

-0.0071,478,0281,477,921-0.6763,570,3753,546,251Total

-0.011132,224132,210-0.260315,173314,355Wakefield

-0.015217,652217,620-1.048513,235507,855Sheffield

0.8498,2448,314-0.11520,94620,922Selby
-0.034102,313102,278-0.128248,174247,856Rotherham

-0.11619,00418,982-0.05245,81545,791North East 
Derbyshire

0.002290,891290,897-0.810688,938683,361Leeds

-0.001159,036159,034-0.700388,555385,836Kirklees

-0.1722,3262,322-0.0695,7705,766Harrogate

-0.019118,718118,696-0.238286,863286,180Doncaster

-0.07623,71223,694-0.69256,03155,643Craven

0.00180,93780,938-0.339192,401191,748Calderdale

0.003180,238180,243-1.345467,664461,376Bradford

-0.2391,2571,2540.1993,0193,025Bolsover

-0.08749,31549,272-1.098119,721118,406Bassetlaw

0.00792,16192,1670.028218,070218,131Barnsley

Deviation 
(%)

Households  
cas056

Households 
model/KS20

Deviation 
(%)  

Population  
cas002

Population  
Model 2001

LA (whole 
or part)

•• Household 1 Household 1 
•• 19911991 Begins married with 2 children, employed, Begins married with 2 children, employed, 

ownerowner--occupier, income £21560 occupier, income £21560 
•• 1996 Child 1 leaves home 1996 Child 1 leaves home –– sets up new sets up new 

household with partner  household with partner  
NEW HOUSEHOLD FORMATION HERE NEW HOUSEHOLD FORMATION HERE 
(Household new2) (Household new2) 

•• 1998 Child 2 leaves home, goes to university 1998 Child 2 leaves home, goes to university 
(leaves the region) (leaves the region) 

•• Household NEW 2Household NEW 2
•• 1996 Household formation 1996 Household formation –– rented rented 

accommodation accommodation 
1999 Household marries 1999 Household marries 
2000 Relocation to new household as income 2000 Relocation to new household as income 
increases (ownerincreases (owner--occupied)occupied)

Examples of householdsExamples of households

Examples of householdsExamples of households
•• Household 3 Household 3 
•• 1991 Married couple with no children: owner1991 Married couple with no children: owner--occupied occupied 
•• 1993 Divorce 1993 Divorce –– male seeks new household in rented male seeks new household in rented 

accommodation (new household formation) accommodation (new household formation) 
•• 1994 Female finds partner  and stays in original dwelling1994 Female finds partner  and stays in original dwelling
•• 1996 Male finds a new partner 1996 Male finds a new partner –– move to ownermove to owner--occupied occupied 
•• 1997 Male looses job 1997 Male looses job –– moves to unemployed moves to unemployed 
•• 19971997 Female remarries Female remarries –– move to bigger dwelling as move to bigger dwelling as 

household income increases household income increases 
•• 1998 Male reemployed 1998 Male reemployed 
•• 2000 Income increases in new male household2000 Income increases in new male household -- seek seek 

relocation relocation 
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•• All simulated individuals are assigned All simulated individuals are assigned 
workplaces (at ward level) on the basis of workplaces (at ward level) on the basis of 
Monte Carlo sampling from probabilities Monte Carlo sampling from probabilities 
based on the Census journey to work based on the Census journey to work 
flowsflows

•• Currently, the model uses 1991 Census Currently, the model uses 1991 Census 
Special Workplace Statistics (SWS)Special Workplace Statistics (SWS)

Journey to workJourney to work

Employment data 1991Employment data 1991

Employment data 2001Employment data 2001
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Difference in employment 2001Difference in employment 2001--19911991

Accessibility to work values for 1991Accessibility to work values for 1991

Accessibility to work values for 2001Accessibility to work values for 2001
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Change in accessibility Change in accessibility 

0.4%0.7%1.0%52,3091,478,0281,530,3371,381,041Total/Average

0.2%0.7%0.8%1,997132,224134,221123,483Wakefield

0.4%0.3%0.7%8,351217,652226,003210,982Sheffield

-2.6%7.9%5.3%-1,7918,2446,4533,857Selby

0.3%0.4%0.7%3,049102,313105,36297,866Rotherham

0.9%0.5%1.4%1,74419,00420,74818,027North East 
Derbyshire

0.4%0.7%1.1%11,876290,891302,767271,609Leeds

0.3%0.8%1.1%5,286159,036164,322146,893Kirklees

-1.9%3.6%1.7%-3922,3261,9341,638Harrogate

0.5%0.5%1.0%6,300118,718125,018112,737Doncaster

-0.3%4.5%4.2%-67623,71223,03615,294Craven

0.4%0.4%0.9%3,38580,93784,32277,444Calderdale

0.6%0.3%0.9%10,446180,238190,684174,112Bradford

-0.3%4.9%4.7%-3112571226778Bolsover

0.0%2.3%2.3%4549,31549,36039,230Bassetlaw

0.3%0.6%0.9%2,72092,16194,88187,091Barnsley

Differenc
e 

(projected 
- actual)

Actual 
rate of 
change

Projecte
d rate of 
change

Projected
-

observed

Actual 2001Projected 
2001

Actual 
1991

Local 
authority

Preliminary dynamic model outputsPreliminary dynamic model outputs

Dynamic model projectionsDynamic model projections
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Comparison of growth ratesComparison of growth rates

Absolute and percentage differences in 
Households, 2001 Dynamic model output and 

2001 Census, Local Authorities scaled in 
proportion to households in Census
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More statisticsMore statistics

1.645351271.5954780.07029675
(max-min)/average 
%

0.603998530.5929740.028924405dev/average %
5997521008max-min

36752474811434643Max
36153467291433635Min

219.889293279.4874414.753178St. deviation
36405.647133.21433921.2Average

DeathsBirthsHouseholds
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More statistics: birth by age of More statistics: birth by age of 
femalefemale

1.084231.90036.3576
(max-min)/average 
%

0.44690.83392.3096dev/average %
186236144max-min

17237125132345max
17051122772201min

76.6746103.557752.3116deviation
1715412418.82265Average

25-2920-24Age <20

Static spatial microsimulationStatic spatial microsimulation

Base Aggregate spatial data Spatial micro data

Spatial micro dataFuture Aggregate spatial data

synthesis

synthesis

Dynamic spatial microsimulationDynamic spatial microsimulation

Base Aggregate spatial data Spatial micro data

Spatial micro dataFuture

synthesis

Propensity to change housePropensity to change house

•• Calculated for every household by person Calculated for every household by person 
per room ratio per room ratio 

•• Estimated the migration rates for wholly Estimated the migration rates for wholly 
moving households on the basis of moving households on the basis of 
migration information from the BHPSmigration information from the BHPS
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Tenure typesTenure types

•• Owner occupier householdsOwner occupier households
•• Privately renting householdsPrivately renting households
•• Households renting from Local Authority Households renting from Local Authority 

or Housing Associationor Housing Association
Tenure change Tenure change modellingmodelling is is performed on the performed on the 
basis of transition rates, which are calculated basis of transition rates, which are calculated 
using corresponding variables in the British using corresponding variables in the British 
Household Panel Survey, to evaluate each Household Panel Survey, to evaluate each 
simulated household for change in tenure statussimulated household for change in tenure status


